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Windfall Oils and Mines Ltd., 
lith Floor -25 Adelaide St. West, 
Toronto, l , Ontario.

Gentlemen:

This report describes a program of geophysical survey 

carried out on your 36-claim property located in the Township of 

Loveland, Timmins Area, Porcupine Mining Division, Ontario, 

which you have the right to explore and develop, and cause to be 

acquired by a new company. The results are depicted on the plan 

accompanying this report, plotted to a scale of l inch to 200 feet.

PROPERTY, LOCATION AND ACCESS -

The 36 claims of the property are identified as follows: 

P-56305 to P-56322, inclusive; 

P-56428 to P-56436, inclusive;

and

P-56535 to P-56543, inclusive.

These claims are contiguous, and form a block of about 

3/4 mile-to-1 mile, east-west, 2-1/2 miles north-south.

The location is about 5 miles to the northwest of base- 

metal producer Kam-Kotia Porcupine Mines, which is controlled by 

Viola Mac Mines Ltd.
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Access can be readily had by car from Timmins, via 

Kamis-Kotia Road, 24 miles to Kamis-Kotia River, north of Half- 

Moon Lake, and by winter roads and trails,to the property area. 

The water route is obstructed by many log jams and rapids.

GEOLOGY AND AEROMAGNETIC DATA -

Geology of the property is practically unknown, due to 

heavy overburden. According to Map No. 53C, O.D.M., there is 

only one small outcrop of pillow lava on the property area. Small 

outcrops of rhyolite are located to the immediate east and south of 

the southeast part of the property. Strata of the volcanics indicated 

a north-northwesterly strike.

At about l mile to the west, there are outcrops of granite 

and porphyry,intruding greenstone. This intrusive appears to be 

following an east-southeast direction.

Aeromagnetic data published by G.S.C., showed that the 

property covers the east half of a large magnetic depression. This 

magnetic depression is apparently not following the trend of the acidic 

intrusive located to the west of the property.
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? 
Magnetic grains located to the west of the property have

O 
no definite trend. Magnetic grains located to,the immediate east,

indicate an apparent north-south trend, which extends from the 

vicinity of Kam-Kotia Mines, across Loveland Township to Thorburn

Township.

GROUND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY RESULTS -

The ground magnetometer survey outlined a magnetic 

zone which runs north-south across the central part of the property. 

This magnetic zone has highs of from 800 to 2,150 gammas above 

background readings in the order of 500 to 600 gammas. The zone 

is apparently offset by an east-westerly "cross-fault" in Claims 

P-56320 to P-56322, inclusive. This magnetic zone is inferred as 

indicating one of the diabase dikes which commonly occur in the 

general area. Another similar, probably smaller,and*weaker,diabase 

dike is inferred as running southeasterly across the southeast section 

of the property. The heights of this smaller dike are in the order of 

800 and 900 gammas. The magnetic survey, however, outlined an 

anomalous area in the southwest section of the property, with the 

centre located between Claims P-56536 and P-56537, west of the
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north-south diabase dike. This anomaly is oval-shaped, with highs in 

the order of 800 to 950 gammas, within a swampy area. This anomaly 

is evidently not indicating a dike structure.

The electromagnetic survey encountered several areas 

where the signal had been amplified, but there were only a few 

"cross-overs" to indicate conductors. A group of these "cross-overs 11 

was encountered in Claims P-56316 and P-56317. They appear to 

indicate a weak conductor axis which runs north-south, more or 

less parallel to the diabase dike, but at a distance of from four-to- 

six hundred feet west of the inferred diabase dike. Similar electro 

magnetic indications were encountered in Claim P-56321 and Claim 

P-56429, at about three-to-four hundred feet to the west of the 

inferred diabase dike . There are hardly any magnetic expressions 

associated with these groups of "cross-overs".

In Claims P-56428 and P-5^433, the electromagnetic 

survey encountered a group of "cross-overs" which appeared to 

indicate northeast-southwesterly conducting axes.

There are other weak electromagnetic "cross-overs" 

encountered at different locations of the north part of the property; 

a series of relatively strong indications were encountered on Line 4S.,
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parallel to the east-westerly fault described above. There were two 

weak "cross-overs" which were apparently located along the said 

fault.

The highest reading of the series of electromagnetic

indications was an 8 O dip angle .

SURVEY DATA -

The geophysical survey was carried out along picket lines 

cut at 400-ft. intervals, east-west, to cover the 36-claim area. One 

north-south base line and two tie lines were cut for the layout of the 

picket lines. A total of 40.64 miles of lines were cut and chained f or 

the survey.

A total of 17.53 miles of magnetometer survey was carried 

out, with readings obtained at 100-ft. intervals and tied on to control 

stations established along the base line and tie line, such as indicated 

on the plan accompanying this report. A Sharpe A-2 magnetometer 

with a sensitivity of 28 gammas per scale division, was used.

A total of 34.52 miles of electromagnetic survey was 

carried out, with readings obtained at 100-ft. intervals. A Sharpe 

SE-200 unit with parallel line method and transmitter vertical, was 

used.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -

The geophysical survey has encountered several interesting 

indications, which have been described. Although a few of the magnetic 

and electromagnetic indications could be accounted for by geological 

features, others may be due to interesting mineralization, but the 

indications do not warrant immediate test diamond drilling.

I recommend to carry out a program of electromagnetic 

check survey, using a Ronka electromagnetic unit, and a geochemical 

soil-sample check survey, to cover the magnetic anomaly outlined in 

Claims P-56536 and P-56537, the west half of the inferred "cross- 

fault" in Claims P-56320 to P-56322, inclusive, and all electro 

magnetic "cross-overs" where the signals were amplified. Further 

work and/or test diamond drilling, will depend on the findings by the 

check surveys.

Res

SSS:rw

Toronto, Ontario, 

November 6, 1964.
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